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BOWLING GREEN, OHIO

Falcons high-step past Kent

i I:. BG Ncwi/Jay Murikxk

Falcon tailback LeRoy Smith darts past the Kent State defense before scoring
BG's last touchdown of the game. Smith finished with 100 yards rushing and
the Falcons remained unbeaten at home this season with a 35-7 win.
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Football team blasts KSU, 35-7
by Matt Schroder
sports editor
Usually a complete game is a
statistic used to measure the durability of a starting pitcher.
But the football team's 35-7 win
Saturday against Kent State was
as complete as a victorious nineinning performance by Nolan
Ryan.
On offense, quarterback Erik
White threw for 281 yards and two
touchdowns. Wide receiver Mark
Szlachcic caught nine passes for
150 of those yards and one of the
scores. Tailback LeRoy Smith
rushed 25 times for 100 yards and
he found the endzone twice.
Defensively, the Falcons gave
up one touchdown in the first
quarter and shut out Kent the rest
of the way, yielding just 268 total
yards. BG picked off two passes
and recovered a pair of fumbles.
Team tackle leader Mike Calcagno led the way with 14 stops.
And the special teams chipped
in a Joe Bair blocked punt, which
set up the Falcons' fourth touchdown and put the game out of
reach, at 28-7.

There's really not much Bowling Green didn't do right en route
to improving its Mid-American
Conference record to 7-0, and 9-1
overall. Kent drops to 1-6, 1-9,
with the Golden Flashes' lone win
coming last week against Toledo,
which helped BG clinch the MAC
title earlier than any other team.
"Offensively, defensively and
in the kicking game, we want to
be a pressure-type team," BG
coach Gary Blackney said. "We
want to be an attacking team, not
lay back, and keep pressure on
our opponent in all three phases."
Despite the end result, the first
quarter saw Kent applying the
most pressure, and taking advantage of two Falcon turnovers.
On BG's first possession, White
scrambled for a first down on a
third-and-nine only to cough it up
as he was getting tackled.
On the Falcons' very next play
from scrimmage. White found
Ronnie Redd deep down the sideline and hit him in full stride. But
Kent defensive back Kevin Harris ripped the ball from Redd's
hands and fell to the ground with
the interception.
The first quarter was half over

"Offensively, defensively and in
the kicking game, we want to be
a pressure-type team. We want
to be an attacking team, not lay
back, and keep pressure on our
opponent in all three phases."
—Gary Blackney, head football
coach
and BG had run just five plays for
13 yards. Meanwhile, the Flashes' offense cashed in on a quarterback sneak and led the Falcons, 7-0.
"We've been starting flat a lot
this year," BG defensive back
Dave Bielinski said. "We didn't
want to give up a score that early,
but we came back on the next series and stuffed it in thier face.
That gave us the confidence we
needed."
On the final play of the first
quarter, the Falcons woke up like
a sleeping giant ready to stomp
on anything in his path. Kent s

nn
and the line is

Ted Gregory caught a pass in the
flat and was layed out by Bielinski, who jarred the ball loose.
Steve Wilbourne recovered the
fumble and the Falcons were on
their way.
After a 37-yard strike to
Szlachcic and three Smith carries
(the last one for a touchdown),
Bowling Green was on the board.
Four minutes later, White highstepped into the endzone untouched and BG led 14-7.
"Their coaches probably told
them we would be flat today, and
we did start a little slow," White
said. "But we had the strength to

come back and iron those things
out."
"Kent State was definitely fired
up at the outset," Blackney said.
"We started off a little slow and
didn't execute well. But our defense came up with some big
plays and got us back in the ballgame."
The Falcon offense put on a
clinic the rest of the game, as
White had all day to sit in the
pocket and pick the Kent secondary to death. He found Redd and
Szlachcic for TD's of seven and 18
yards, respectively. Smith's five
yard run finished off the scoring
for the Falcons.
"I congratulate Bowling Green,
coach Blackney and his staff on a
great year," Kent State first-year
coach Pete Cordelli said, "And I
hope they go to California and win
the championship and kick their
Game notes: The Falcons outgained Kent in total yards
444-268...Erik White was not
sacked...The Falcons conclude
the regular season next Saturday
at Ball State in Muncie, In.

IS ON THE LINE

1 - SOO - 942 - 5402

Rush University cordially invites you to call its toll free number l-800-942-5402 to learn about one of the most
innovative graduate health care management programs in the country.
Health care administration is a rapidly growing field which needs
young, professionally educated, highly skilled managers.
The Department of Health Systems Management of Rush
University was created just ten years ago to address this need for
people with state-of-the-art management skills.
In ten short years Rush University has developed one of the most
highly respected graduate health care management programs in
the country.
Rush has done this by creating a program unsurpassed
in its innovative, dynamic approach to graduate health
care education.
Among the many benefits to you of such an education are:
• You get real-world learning from people who work
the disciplines they teach.
• You can gain practical health care experience by worl
part-time during It* school year and in the summer.
• Your classes are small and you get personal attention
• You'll be assisted, when looking for a job, by an extrenv
successful placement program.
• You can participate in a highly regarded international
exchange program.
• You're a part of RushPresbyterian-St. Luke's Medical Ceni
one of the most prestigious medical centers in the world.
• You're in Chicago, home of great culture, food and
entertainment!
If these benefits sound good to you, don't hesitate to give us a call at:
l-800-942-5402. We'll be happy to talk with you on the phone, send
you further information, or help you arrange a personal visit to our
campus.
If you prefer to write to us. the address is:
Rush University, Department of Health Systems Management,
1653 West Congress Parkway, Chicago, Illinois 60612.
(j) Kuih-PreibyterUn-St. Lake's Medical Center
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No five-year plans
for coach Blackney
Rob McCurdey

f

Viewsfrom
the Press Box

For teams as different as Bowling Green and Kent State are, the
similarities were uncanny Saturday afternoon.
The programs at both schools
have been dormant for years.
BG's last winner came in 1985,
and Kent's had one winning
season since 1977.
Both squads are under the
direction of first-time head
coaches. Kent's Pete Cordelli
worked with the Notre Dame
offense the previous five years,
while Blackney most recently assisted Earle Bruce and John Cooper at Ohio State.
Both teams were picked to finish at the bottom of the MidAmerican Conference this year.
But the similarities end there.
The Falcons clinched the MidAmerican Conference title and a
trip to the California Raisin Bowl
in Fresno, Calif., Dec. 14, with
two weeks remaining in season.
The Golden Flashes remain
mired in the MAC basement with
one victory this season, just as
the football gurus prophesied.
BG is confident, excited and
almost satisfied with the season,
while Kent is forced to play out
their year with nothing to play
for.
The Flashes are frustrated, and

it was evident in Cordelli's oneminute, 15-second postgame
press conference.
"I congratulate Bowling Green
on a great year, Gary Blackney
and his staff, and I hope they go to
California, win the championship
and kick their ass! Anything
else?!" a visibly upset Cordelli
yelled.
"They're a good football team!
White's a hell of a player! They're a good defense! he continued.
"Anything else you want to talk
about? If you got a question you
want to ask, go ahead and ask it,"
a confrontational and uncomposed Cordelli asked almost
every member of the press.
But the questions had been answered. It was as obvious as the
day was cold that losing and rebuilding are no fun.
Blackney, on the other hand,
was a picture of contentment,
giving the media a lesson on how
to build a winning football team
without a five-year rebuilding
plan.
The BG Nrws/Tfm Normau
"When we got here, we tried to
make the situation as demanding Falcon wide receiver Mark Szlachclc hauls In one of his nine catches against Kent State Saturday. Deas we possibly could to see what
fenders Vance Benton (2) and Paul Haynes (21) had trouble containing the conference's leading receiver
kind of commitment they had,
all day.
and it didn't take us long,"
Blackney said. "On into the winter conditioning program, I never
saw a team that had an attitude
like this team had at six in the
morning, three days a week,
walking throught the snow, cold
and wind. We just built on that.
"We continually talk positive,
Presents
and talk in terms of confidence,
and talk in terms of togetherness.
The Eighth Annual Ethnic Studies Conference
We knew our strength would
Ethnic Studies: Crossroads to the 21st Century
come in a pack. As we stand as
individuals, we're not very
strong, but collectively, with
great bonding, we have great

Bowling Green State University
Department of Ethnic Studies

D See WINNERS, page five.

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
SPRING SEMESTER
Good Locations
Close To Campus:
■ir
■(r
*

Beyond Political Correctness
November 11
Lenhart Ballroom
8:00 p.m.

1-2:30 p.m.
Strangers From
A Different Shore
Jerome Library
105A Conference
Room

E. Merry Avenue Apts
Field Manor Apts
Miscellaneous too!

Call for more info
352-0717
or stop in at
224 E Wooster

9:30 a.m.
"What Is Meant by
Political Correctness?"

Ronald Takaki
Keynote Speaker
November 12
Sessions
Mc Fall Gallery

Rudy Mattai

Greenbriar Inc.
UUUUUUUUUUUL
.-

State University of New York
(SUNY) at Buffalo
Denise Sweet
University of Wisconsin, Green Bay

2:30-4:00p.m.
Bookskming
and
Press Conference

1:30 p.m.

•Cultural Pluralism in the U.S.:
Myths and Realities"
Francis Aparirio
University of Michigan
Hazel Carby
Yale University
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leers drop a pair to Spartans
by Matt Kantz
sports writer

Woodward fell onto the ice but
managed to push in the first goal
of the game past Libertucci. BG's
It seemed like every time the Martin Jiranek and Llew
hockey team would catch a spark Mcwana each scored goals in the
this weekend, the Michigan State first to give the Falcons a 2-1
Spartans would simply throw lead.
water in its
In the second, Joby Messier
face.
flipped in a rebound to tie the
After the Falgame and eight minutes later
cons tied FriSteve Suk blasted a shot from the
day's game 3-3
blue line on a power play to give
at the end of the
the Spartans a 3-2 lead. Peter
second period,
Holmes tallied a breakaway goal
the Spartans
at 18:47 to tie the score once
tallied three
again.
goals in the
"Anytime you can kill a penalty
third period to
on a team like BG that has a great
lit BG's
spoil
Ywfc power play," Michigan State
chances in front of a record right winger DwayneNorris said.
crowd at the Ice Arena.
"It brings enthusiasm to the
On Saturday, BG scored three whole team."
goals midway through the second
York felt despite Friday's setperiod to tie the game at 5-5, but back, the team played much betMichigan State finished the ter.
period with a pair of goals before
"I thought that was the best 60
going on to win 9-6 at Munn Ice minutes we've played all
Arena in East Lansing.
season," he said. 'They called
"We continue to struggle to the game tight, but they kept getkeep the goals-against down ," ting us four-on-three ana fiveBG coach Jerry York said. "It's on-three and you just can't have
definitely a concern of ours."
that.
In Friday's game, it was Ang"I think our defense was a little
elo Libertucci in the net for the better, but we still gave them six
Falcons in front of 5,011 fans and goals and that's too many goals to
despite a pair of Spartan power win a game. I thought our overall
play goals, Libertucci played well effort was better,
overall. It was BG's inability to Nine goals also was too many
score on the power play and lack for the Falcons on Saturday, as
of offense in the third period that the team was outshot once again,
doomed the team.
32-26. But the Falcons did iml
ph perform"Ourr penalty killing has been prove their power play
the BG Nrw./Jiy Murdock
good,"' Spartan
Spar
coach Ron Mason ance, scoring
iring on three
tf
of seven Sophomore hockey player Sean Pronger fights off Michigan State's Peter White during the Falcons' loss
said. "When you have five power■ plays,
pL-_ while the Spartans Friday night. BG dropped both games to the Spartans this weekend.
straight penalties you let BG in were2-tor-t.
the game at that point. But then Nathan Cressman was BG's
we got a goal right away and that netminder, tallying 23 saves,
got us rolling."
Peter Holmes led the Falcons in
Michigan State had five penal- scoring with two goals and two
ties in the first 12 minutes but BG assists. Martin Jiranek also addCLEVELAND (AP) — Bernie
Kosar's streak began last Dec. television several times this year
was unable to capitalize. At 8:19 ed two goals for BG, who fall to
Kosar broke Bart Starr's NFL 16, after he was intercepted by from his home in Alabama.
in the first, Michigan State's Rob 1-5 overall.
record for error-free passing Atlanta's Deion Sanders. He sat
"I've always been impressed
Sunday, throwing his 295th con- out the final two games of the 1990 with his discipline and his consecutive pass without an inter- season because of a broken trol," Starr said. "That is largely
ception.
thumb, and he was the only NFL responsible for reducing errors. I
Kosar broke the record by starting quarterback who had not feel that one of the reasons he has
avoiding interceptions with his been intercepted this year enter- been so successful is that his viAMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL OK
sion seems to be even keener as
first two attempts in the Cleve- ing Sunday's action.
INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
land Browns' game against the
Starr threw 294 straight passes the pressure increases. I am very
Philadelphia Eagles. One was without an interception for Green pleased for him and I am rooting
completed for a loss, and the re-, Bay in 1964-65. He said last week tor him."
A DIFFERENCE OF DEGREE FOR
cord-breaker fell incomplete.
that he had seen Kosar play on
Kosar's career ratio of 2.35
A WORLD OF DIFFERENCE
interceptions per 100 passes is the
• 45 years of educating international managers
lowest in NFL history.
• Intense! program of modern languages, world business
and international studies leading to a Master of
COLLEGE
International Management degree
TUITION
• 23,000 alumni worldwide who are loaders in business,
ASSISTANCE
government and not-for-profit organizations

Kosar breaks Starr's record

THUNDERB1RD

100%

cu p,

p

ure

roareddive

& over with valid ID

A representative will be on campus
Wednesday, November 13th
to discuss
GRADUATE STUDY
Appointments may be scheduled at your
Career Center

#gff*
Monday Nites
The Cutting Edge
of Rock
ADMIT ONE 382-1876 Doors open at 8pm

n IO 15 Source* GvuMltfd

Freshman, Sophomore
College Students
Athletes
Post Grads
High School Students

INTERFACE
Dennis Keyser, Sr.
(419) 698 3355
P.O. Box 499
Walbridge, Ohio 43463
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Football pride returns Magic begins the
Of all the signs along the sidelines at the football game this
Saturday, there was one small
one on the east side in particular that drew my attention time
and again.
It said "Proud Again."
I had to think about that for a
moment. I mean, football has
rarely been the sport on this
campus that one associates
with success.
But as I thought about it and
did some research, I realized
that, while it's new to us, football success has been to Bowling Green before. Since 1919,
BG has had a winning record 45
of 72 seasons and a .597 percentage overall, plus eight conference titles since 1952. Not too
shabby at all.
And as you might know, we've been to the California Raisin
Bowl before. The first time was
in 1982, when the 7-4 Falcons
took on Fresno State. BG took a
21-0 lead into the third quarter,
only to have Fresno come
storming back to win as time
expired 29-28.
the 1986 Key refers to the
1985 season as the "Glory
Days", and with good reason.
Quarterback Brian McClure
was looking to beat Doug Flutie's passing yardage record.
Bernard White had the third
1,000 yard rushing — 50 reception season in NCAA historyThe team rolled to a 11-0 regular season record with scores
like 42-18,31-6, and 48-18, including a 30-26 upset of Kentucky.
This was the team that should
have won it all.
Instead, BG fell to Fresno
State by the biggest margin in
Cal Bowl history, 51-7.
But perhaps the past team to
look to is the one pictured above

JAYMURDOCK

the southwest staircase of Memorial Hall. The one with the
caption "MAC and National
Champions —1959."
I didn't know much about this
team. A 9-0 record under head
coach Doyt L. Perry was all I
knew. So I found the 1960 Key in
the West Hall basement and
looked the team up.
It was named best small college in the nation by UPI after a
30-8 victory against Delaware.
The team beat Toledo 51-21. It
beat Marshall 51-7, Western
Michigan 34-0. No opponent
scored more than 21 points,
while BG scored less than 23
only twice.
Look at the picture sometime.
Laugh at the snort hair if you
want (I did). But look at their
faces. Some smiles, some
frowns. But overall, a look of
determination is on their faces.
A team that is confident enough
to win, whatever it takes. And
they know it.
Now, go look at the 1985 team.
The faces and names have
changed, the uniforms are better looking, the hair doesn't
look so funny. But the determination still shows on the
faces. This team was picked to
win the MAC, and they know it.
It shows.
Now, turn to the back of your
1991 program. See any similarities? The uniforms are bet-

ter (but orange? ??), the
hair...well, anyway... But look
at the faces. Look at Coach
Blackney, D.J. Ogilvie, Joe
Bair, or Mark Szlachcic. The
look is there again, the one that
says 'Go ahead, try to make
that fourth-and-one, try to stop
my run for the goal. Because
even if you do, I'll still be here
next play.' And they know it.
This team was picked to finish seventh in the MidAmerican Conference...
Despite San Jose State's current conference lead in the Big
West, I think we'll be seeing
Fresno State once again this
year. This team scored 98
points on somebody this year.
They beat Pacific 58-14 this
weekend. They have been to,
and won, the Cal Bowl four
times.
This team is no fun to play.
And they know it.
But for the Falcons, this has
been the season that no one
{outside the team) expected at
all. I washopingfor a 5-5season
with a win over Toledo. Many
people weren't even that optimistic. But here they are, 9-1
and conference champs.
In 1985, Bowling Green was
supposed to win it all. They fell
just short in Fresno.
In 1991, Bowling Green wasn't
supposed to win at all.
This time, let's hope the team
will continue to be the wild card
no one expected and that they
can make us all 'proud again'
on December 14.
Jay M unlock is photo editor
of The BG News, and would like
to know if the playing of Bad to
the Bone 'as the Falcons came
on the field to practice was just
a coincidence or by design. Just
curious.

WINNERS
Continued from page three.
strength."
Blackney said the 1991 Falcons
are the closest, most focused
football team he has ever been
assosciated with. And the coach
has been a part of several good
ones at Brown, Rhode Island,
Wisconsin, UCLA, Syracuse and
Ohio State.
He feels this years' success is
due to his seniors and their role as

CENTEBFOHCHOK.EE
■ I »-| I

. WQMIW

• Abortion through
17 weeks
• Morning after
treatment

PROUD TO
BE PRO-CHOICE
16 N. Huron
Toledo, Oh. 43604
Phone

(419) 255-7769 or
1-800-589-6005

team leaders. He also gives credit to his assistant coaches and the
rapport they have built with the
BG student-athletes.
"I don't know if we brought
{togetherness and success) as
much as we were able to bring it
out," Blackney said. "Maybe
what we've been able to do is tie
the whole thing together. But it
was here, it existed and maybe

all the players needed was
someone to blend it all together
for them."
"Through perserverence and
hard work, something good will
happen to you eventually,"
Cordelli shouldn't have been so
hasty in leaving. Maybe if he had
stuck around a little longer, he
would have picked up something.

Play Your Cards!
USG Outreach
Students voice your concerns
on outreach cards found in all
Residence Halls.

fight for his life

Throughout his career, it has
never taken Karvin Johnson Jr.
long to establish himself as a
leader.
As a sophomore in 1979, the 6-9
Saint guard led the Michigan
late Spartans to the NCAA
Championship.
That same year, Magic Johnson was the first selection in the
NBA draft and as a rookie, led the
Los Angeles Lakers to the league
championship.
In clinching the title, Magic
played all five positions in the
final game, scoring 42 points and
grabbing 15 rebounds before being named the first rookie MVP of
the series.
And so began the storied career
of the innovator. The most revolutionizing player ever to step
foot on the hardwood.
In the old days, big men weren't supposed to handle the basketball. But Magic changed that
theory, proving a big man could
dribble a ball, and dribble it well.
But he wasn't thrilled with
dribbling the ball. And he wasn't
a spectacular dunker, "because I
don't like to jump," he says. And
he wasn't a prolific scorer because he didn't like to shoot.
Magic's forte, the pass.
And, oh, what a pass it was.
Whether it was a no-look dish
on the fast break, a pin-point behind-the-back show-stopper or a
remarkable thread-the-needle
pass. Magic could make it. And
make it look sweet.
Some called it hot-dogging, but
every coach in the NBA drooled
at Magic's finesse and flair.
Every year they're looking for
another Magic. There hasn't been
one yet.
And there may never be another player with all the tools that
Johnson had. When the Lakers
needed a rebound, he would get it.
When they needed a score, he
would shoot it, and when they
needed the ball in the post, he
would deliver. In the thick of the
fight. Magic was the ultimate
general.

Kantz's
Korner

But now, Magic Johnson is being asked to lead a different fight.
A fight for his life.
And in the meantime, he has
quickly established his intentions
of leading the fight to save other
lives as well.
Proving once again that Magic
has the heart of a champion.
The news that Magic Johnson
had tested positive for the HIV
virus shocked every corner of this
country.
From the floor of Congress,
where Rep. Dan Burton, R-Indiana, said Magic's dilemma
proves the AIDS virus will touch
every family before the decade is
over, to those who played and
coached with and against him,
the news gave everyone a feeling
of numbness and shock.
But maybe the hardest hit by
the retirement of Magic will be
the playground. The place where
youngsters try to live out their
dreams of one day becoming the
next Magic Johnson. Will they
understand what has happened to
their hero? Will they scorn him,
or learn from this?
If Johnson has his way, the
South of America will become
etter informed of AIDS, the
disease that has claimed more
than a million lives already. And
when Magic talks, you can bet the
kids will listen.
And if this incident proves to be
a wake-up call to the world about
the impact of this devastating
disease, so be it. God could not
have picked a better spokesperson.
See KANTZ, page six.
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VIKINGS

Specials on Beer, Tacos & Hot Dogs
104 S. MAIN
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Miami, Toledo
each lose again
Western 24, Miami 23
KALAMAZOO, Mich. (AP) — Freshman Andy Schorfhaar came off
the bench in the second half to throw two touchdown passes and rally
Western Michigan to a 24-23 win over Miami in a Mid-American Conference game Saturday.
Schorfhaar threw fourth-quarter touchdowns of 10 and 3 yards to
Lavelle Van Horn as the Broncos (6-4 overall, 4-3 MAC) rallied from a
23-7 deficit.
Schorfhaar replaced starter Brad Tayles after Tayles' third interception led to Jim Clement's 6-yard touchdown pass to Milt Stegall,
giving the Redskins (5-4-1, 3-3-1) a 16-point lead after the extra point
attempt was missed.
Schorfhaar's first possession ended in Jay Barresi's 51-yard field
goal, the third-longest in Western history.
After the first of Mark Ricks' two interceptions. Schorfhaar led the
Broncos on a nine-play, 80-yard drive, capped by his 10-yard TD pass
to Van Horn with 8:40 left in the game.
Paul Johnson recovered a fumble on Miami's next possession, and
Schorfhaar need just two minutes to drive the Broncos to the winning
points. He finished the five-play, 45-yard drive with a 3-yard pass to
Van Horn with 4:54 to play.
Ricks intercepted a long pass at the Western goal line on the ensuing
possession, and the Broncos ran out the clock.
Schorfhaar completed 11 of 16 for 114 yards with no interceptions.
Tayles was 15 of 40 with one touchdown and three interceptions.
Miami took a 14-0 first-quarter lead on Clement's 15-yard pass to
Bob Clark and Shean Williams' 70-yard return of a field goal attempt
blocked by Rob Carpenter.

Ball State 9, Toledo 3

The BG Newa/TIm Norman

Senior soccer player Chris Iantonl celebrates after a goal daring the Falcons' win against Eastern Michigan on Saturday. See tomorrow's paper for all the details of the soccer team's weekend action.

Thomas, Jordan support
Magic's fight against HIV
PONTIAC, Mich. (AP) — A subdued Isiah Thomas said Friday that his longtime friend Magic
Johnson will require support from those close to
him after deciding to battle the deadly AIDS virus
publicly.
"I've lost a friend as a competitor on the basketball court, but I haven't lost a friend," the Detroit
Pistons star said. "It's not like he's died or passed
away or anything like that."
It was the first time Thomas had spoken publicly
about Johnson since the Los Angeles Lakers
standout announced Thursday that he is Infected
with the virus that causes AIDS.
"We were just as shocked as anybody else to
hear about the news," Thomas said from the gymnasium at Oakland University.
Thomas echoed the thoughts of many observers
and AIDS experts who expect Johnson's disclosure
will do more than any event in the last decade to

spur public awareness and behavior changes.
"Magic wants to save a lot of kids' lives and
make them aware of what's going on now," Thomas said.

aaa

CHICAGO (AP) - Michael Jordan said Friday
he will join his friend Magic Johnson in helping to
educate Americans about AIDS.
"He said yesterday that he's going to be a
spokesman for the HIV virus and try to tell kids
that it can happen to anyone," Jordan said at an
afternoon news conference. "And as a friend of his
and a player in the NBA, I think I'm obligated as
much as he is to do the same."
Softspoken and subdued, Jordan talked about
the revelation that his friend and NBA rival had
tested positive for the human immunodeficiency
virus, which causes AIDS. He said Johnson called
him on his car phone to tell him the news.

TOLEDO (AP) — Corey Croom rushed for 143 yards and the game's
only touchdown and Copatric Dartis ended Toledo's last threat with an
interception as Ball State took a 9-3 Mid-American Conference victory
Saturday night.
Toledo had not lost in Glass Bowl Stadium in its last 14 home games.
Croom picked up his yardage on 37 carries and scored what proved
to be the winning points on a 3-yard run in the fourth quarter.
Toledo drove to the Ball State 44-yard line on its last possession, but
quarterback Kevin Meger's pass was intercepted by Dartis at the
4-yard line with 1:57 left. Dartis returned the interception 43 yards and
the Cardinals ran out the clock.
Ball State improved to 6-4 overall and 4-3 in the MAC, while Toledo
dropped to 3-5-1 and 3-3-1.
Toledo came into the game second in the MAC in total offense, averaging 324 yards a game, and second in rushing with 155 yards a game.
But Ball State's defense limited the Rockets to 252 yards of total
offense and just 116 rushing yards on 36 attempts.
The Cardinals scored first on a 23-yard field goal by Kenny Stucker
in the first quarter. It stayed that way until Toledo's Rusty Hanna
brought the Rockets even early in the third quarter.

KANTZ
(: Continued from page five.
After being basketball's connoisseur and role model, Magic will
now take on a new goal in life, to
save others. And when Earvin
Johnson begins this new crusade
with all the effort and concentrations he used on the court, people,
especially children, will learn
and listen. Then, many will say:
I believe in Magic.
Matt Kantz is a sports writer
for the News.

BROKEN NECKCHAIN

or
CHAIN BRACELET!

SPECIAL
INTRODUCTORY
OFFER
Repair one break In any
neckchaln or
chain brae elei
Just S7.00

[you musl bring this ad)
RAINBOW JEWELRY

per«^>

SERVICE
118 W Woosiei 354 GOLD
hours 12 noon lo 6:00 pm
ollrr expires il-ir, EN
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Harbaugh upset with ex-teammates
CHICAGO (AP) — Chicago
Bears quarterback Jim Harbaugh says quarterbacks Jim
McMahon and Mike Tomczak
treated him badly after he was
drafted in 1987.
The problems continued until
1989, when McMahon was quarterback for the San Diego Chargers, Harbaugh told the Daily
Herald of Arlington Heights. During a Bears-Chargers exhibition
game, Harbaugh said, he saw
Tomczak signaling the Bear's
next play across the field to
McMahon.

Harbaugh said. "But I knew then
what kind of person he was."
The Bears lost the preseason
game 24-7.
Chicago Bears spokesman John
Bostrum said Friday that the
team had no comment on the story.

that he had no recollection of the
incident.
The Daily Herald reported that
McMahon's agent, Steve Zucker,
said he would not ask McMahon
to comment on Harbaugh's
statements.

Tomczak. a former Ohio State
quarterback and now a backup
quarterback for the Green Bay
"He immediately said, 'I'm Packers, told the Green Bay
sorry. It'll never happen again,'" (Wis.) Press-Gazette on Friday

Harbaugh said he could feel the
tension when he joined the team
from the University of Michigan.
Though he and Tomczak had
lockers next to each other, they

Sunday

OSEA general meeting
Monday Nov 11.8 00pm
300 Mosetey Hall
Tope Mainslr earning
OSEA general meeting

"How To Succeed In Politics"
Tonight
116 BA at 8 00 pm
Keynote by
State Representative Randy Gardner

ADVANCED LOTUS STARTS TODAY III
Enrol m BUSE 306 and earn one credit
hour.learn graphs, database, macro* etc
Class meets Mon and Wed 4 30 6 00 lor only
fi.r .sn-.'. Stop by .>H1 BAIoenioM

Located in the University Union

THANK YOU
A sincere thank you lo all who supported
me in my eleciion to City Council. I look
foward to serving you.
Scott Ziance

I'd. I'oi Ad. Zlanoe tor Council CornrnliiGO, < haJrrnan Ed Sitter B04 N Prospei i, BG

SERVICES OFFERED
AVEBURY BOOKS
OH), used rare out-of-print
10-6. Monday • Saturday
143CE WoosterSt

American Marketing Association
Career Awareness Week
Mon . November 11-7 30pm. 1003 BA
Susan Hughes Grad Slud m Business
Alare welcome'

LAOA LAG* LAGA LAQA
The Lesbian And Gay Alliance
Information & Referralo
PHONE LINE
IS
OPEN
Monday Wednesday Friday
Mo 10 pm
352-LAQA ■ ■ 352 5242
LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA

it.

The Express - for those
in a hurry. Cup of soup
or tossed salad, sandwich of the day $3.50
- Monday thru Friday -

Women lor Women General Meebng
Today* 5pm 6 30pm
Canal Room. 3rd floor Union
Alt people welcome*

Advertising Club Meeting
Jennifer Deulach and Cathy Drake
irom Lean Cmsme Iroien ptjia & desserts
Speak about The Brand Managers role m ad
vertiseig 7 30pm Nov 13 McFa* Assembly
Room

DO YOU HAVE A MAJOR?
Tonight
"How To Succeed In Politics"
116 BA at 8 00 pm
Keynote Oy
State Representative Randy Gardner
This Program is part ot
Career Development Month

Coot, on p. 8

15

Study In SPAIN through BGSU
Education Culture ■ Travel
All students welcome*
Informational meeting
Monday. November 18. 7 30pm
State Room University Union
or call AYA Sown 372 8053

ALL ARE WELCOME

The Express

12-2 p.m. - All you
can eat buffet and deluxe salad bar... $5.95

Nervous about the (Ob grad school search? Gel
the REAL scoop Irom BG Alumni - caruM discussion, tree advice, and opportunities 'or net
working1 6pm. Tuesday November 12 Basement ol Kieischer

ALL ARE WELCOME

\

LUNCH SPECIALS

BELIEVE THE MVPEI
Join College Democrats

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

4f

Each day the Pheasant Room offers a tempting selection
of lunch specials designed lor quick service.

The BG News

DO YOU HAVE A MAJOR?
Tonight
How To Succeed In PoHllca''
116BAatB00pm
Keynote by
State Representative Randy Gardner
This Program is part ol
Career Development Month

terback, a job he now he.
Bears coach Mike Ditka has become one of Harbaugh's backers.
Ditka said at a news conference
this week that Harbaugh "might
be America's quarterback."

"There are people on the team I
Calls by The Associated Press
But Harbaugh said he just don't get along with, and who
"There was no big deal made of to the Packers and Zucker after wanted to prove himself and be- don't like me," Harbaugh said.
it, so we really have nothing to business hours late Friday were come the Bears' starting quar- "It's not so different from life.''
say," Bostrum said of the report. not immediately returned.

Classified
"How To Succeed In Politics"
Tonight
116BAal8 00pm
Keynote bv
State Representative Randy Gardner

didn't talk.
"I wanted to get along with
him," Harbaugh said. "I didn't
think he or Jim McMahon really
wanted me to be on the team.
That's just not being a good
teammate."

loving nana wJ care lor your Child Ft* lime
6 30-5 30 354 1642 eiceeent reference*
LSAT " GRE • GMAT
Before you lake the test cat me expert Local
CfMeM torrrwig now Kaplan Educational
Center CalHorOelarfs 538-3701
MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Scholarships and Qranta
t 800 USA 1221 eil 2033
PREGNANT?
We can help FREE pregnancy tests and supportive services Conhdenhal BG Pregnancy
Center Ca* 354 HOPE
,',

do

typing

Si 25'page

Call

The 1991
KEY yearbook
is in!

Vicki

PERSONALS

Please bring a valid I.D. to 28 West Hall to pick
up yours.

N 'vousebroutihe|Ob/gr»dschoolsearch?Get
. e REAL scoop Irom BG Alumni carxM dis
cusaron fren .ijvtce and opportunities tor networking »i"im. Tuesday. November 12.
Basement ol Kreocner

Limited number are also still available for sale.

Need 1-2 lemato sublessors $144 mo &uMhes Big house with own room Cat 352-4536

Classified
PAGE EIGHT

('out. from p. 7
Did you know? Planned Parenthood fights lathers fights to protect their unborn children from
abortion as we* as parents' rights to know if
the* daughter has had an abortion
Did vou know? Over 50 percent of the legal
abortions reported to the Centers for Disease
Control in 1988 occurred alter 8 weeks of ges
tation at which time a baby has measurable
b<ain waves a heartbeat an can feel physical
pam
Greek Sweatshirts
Initials & Names
5333 Monroe St
Toledo. Oho 43823
419-885 3039
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Psuedo UNic
Your t>g loves you
fcvjn it you are 4 days oldoi
Happy Birthday'
l ove. XOX Ki
Are you ir
Investigating Career Options?
Cultivating Network Contac ts?
Developing Professorial Skills?
And/or gaining valuable work experience'
if you are and would Ifce fo esrn credit at the
same time, the attend the next Into session for
The Washington Center Internship
When Tues . Nov 1 ? at 9 30am
Union Faculty Lounge 12nd Floor)

FRIENOS Of THE OEAF

JAMES FORSE
HAPPY VETERANSDAVI
THANK YOU FOR SERVING US SO WELL IN
THE GULF -1 MEAN THE PHILIPPINES. THEY
ARE THE SAME THING • RIQHTI7I

Meet on first floor steps of
Universrty Hal lor the Key photo
9pm Everyone should come"

Julie Spencer
Happy 20th Birthday I
Who wants pizza?????

ADVANCED LOTUS STARTS TODAY!"
Enrol m BUSE 308 and cam one credit
hour.Loarn 'graphs, database, macros, etc
Class meets Mon and Wed 4 30-6 00 lor only
live weeks Slop by 281 BA to enrol

Hardy Buher-

MAOD Mothers Agsmst Drunk Drivers
SADD Students Against Drunk Drivers
BAM Bikers Against Motorists
Get able. Get ab*e'

Get Ready
The Great American Smokeout
iscommg'
Visit the (ksptsy Nov wandNc 21
at the Union Foyer between 10 ft 2
Pick up a Survival Krt when you turn
in a partial pack of cigarettes
ODK ODK ODK ODK OOK
Omicron Delta Kappa
Applications due
Weds. Nov 13
405 Student Services
or
UAO offices
ODK OOK ODK ODK ODK
To Nicole Evans
So now you're finely 21.
And the fun has fust begun
You" have your P E
And eat it loo
So don't be looking so darn blue
Remember your big and Alice loo.
Remember KftJ & Sue
Remember Nic-We al love you"
Happy Bethday'
Wanted Interested persons wanting to p>n a
revue to perform The Rocky Horror Picture
Show" at upcoming movie showings Must
have some knowledge ol the movie and characters For«HormationcaiNikkiat372-5818

-by Tom Hanicak

MONDAY, NOVEMBER

WANTED
■HELP1 non-smoking female needed to sublease a
very large one bedroom apt for Spring '92 As
dose to campus as you can gel w/o living on
campus CaN-Lon 352 4809.
1 female subleaaer needed Can move m as
soon as posseUe Can 352-6253 Leave mes1 male sublease needed lor Spring Semester
Own Room Washer and dryer included in rent
Cal 353-1810
1 or 2 female roommates tor Spring semester
Non-smokers Cheap rent 354-8082 Ask lor
Km
2 non-smoking females lo sublease lor spring
Large house with plenty of space Call
352 8663 lor more mfp
ASAP
Need one male to sublease apt on N Enterprise for Spnng 92 Only $ 125 a month ft utik
'.- I'-r.-.ali IS? 0946
ATTENTION POOFS
Responsible couple. 55ish horn CA wants to
rent furnished home Dec 19-28th in BG lo visit
(amity lor X mas Cal Wendy al 352 6085
Needed
I female roommate for Spnng
$150'mo . pay onty part of cable & phone Cal
J54 B77i
One nonsmoking lemele roommate to sublease
house lor Spring Semester 2 blocks from cam
pus $150'mo ptusuttKies Cal352-"M64
People needed to sublease for Spring Semester. Very cool apt., dose lo campus, arith
negotiable rent. Call 352-7500 or 354-8474
lor details.
SUBLEASERS NEEDEO. 2BR2Bath Frazee
apl Close lo campus'$150'month Give us a
cat 362-0679
Wanted: Subleaser for Spnng 1992 House,
located across Irom campus on Woosler Rent
negotiable Cal 353-6827 leeve message

11, 1991

Dynamic opportunity Fastest growing Co in
America expanding to Hong Kong. Tarwan. and
Japan Company has Headquarters. Distribution and Tramig Center m Hong Kong If you
have larmty. friends, or business associates m
Hong Kong. Japan, or Tarwan ploase contact
the J a G Grove at I 600 695- 7213
Earn Si .000 per week at home slutting envelopes' For ailormatton, please sand long sell
addressed stamped envelope lo CJ Enterpuses. Box 6706BC. Cuyahoga Fats. OH
44222

SEMESTER BREAK
• Openings * ' *
Vector Markehng has special 2 lo 5 week
work program May become part-time
during classes $8 to start Al
majors welcome Must interview now.
may begai immeoaatefy. or start
after finals Cal 1 -535 3838

FOR SALE
1985 Mustang LX 4 spd . 4 cyl p s p 0 .
power door locks, rear defog . sunroot.
cruise Asking $1800 00 O BO Must sel
soon 372-6432
1987 Cuflas Supreme 442 Loaded T-topa
two-toned gray Cal 886 1285
CANNONDALE RACING BIKE SHARP CON
OITION AND A GREAT RIDE CALL 372-3333
FOR KURT. Ofl LEAVE MESSAGE $280
Citanon for sale
Good condition
Cal 352-3337
NAD CD player with remote - $160 Leather
(ackel
$85 Cal 354-9816 Also se*ng
apaajaani
Rookie Cards
Al Sports
352-2546. Ron
Royal Litton Typewriter EMceeent condition
$30 Cal 372 7370 between 2-3 Mon -Thurs

FOR RENT
"Now Leasing*'
Summer ft FaH 1992 93 Leases
Large assortment to choose from
Stop by 31 • E. Wooeter
(across from Taco Bel)
lor taring brochure ft speak with our
frtendry stall or call 354-2 260
John Newtove Real Estate
2 bdrm 2 tuft oaths 1
$430Vmonth 352-3178

yr

old budding

3 bedroom house in West on
$400 par month

476-9329 or 869-3873
Apartment lor sublease on 1 1 7 N Mam *7 for
Spring '92 If interested, cal Marty or Gary st
352-3570
Carty Rentals
Listing avassftla lor school year 1992-93
(Houses • Apts - Rooms)
Office located at 316 E Marry #3
or phone 352-7385
HAVE YOU HEARD?????
RE MANAGEMENT
has its flyer reedy for the
1992-93 School Year
ready and waiting lor you fo pick-up'
STOP m TODAY'
113 Raaroed Street
(NexttoKinko's)
352-9302
URGENT - URGENT -URGENT - URGENT
Sublease my apartment and move-in over
Thanksgiving BreaklHaven House. E Woosler St Close lo campus Nonsmoking female
needed CaU lor details Monday-Thursday, anytime 352-3993
URGENT - URGENT- URGENT•URGENT
VILLAGE GREEN APARTMENTS
Now leasing. Summer ft Fall '92-93 leases
Spring leases lor 1 ft 2 bedroom lurmshed ft unlurnished Resident msnsger ft mstntenance Can 354-3633.
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Social painting:
A University class is attempting to use paintings to
raise awareness —and
money — to battle the problem of homelessness.
See page 2

C ampus
Clothing drive:
The Solid Rock Christian
Fellowship, in cooperation
with Active Christians Today, is sponsoring a winter
clothing drive for the University s international students.
Donations of clothing in
new or good condition will
be accepted at the ACT
house, 612 E. Wooster St.,
until Friday.

Winner, winner:
NEWSTRAITSVII.LE,
Ohio — Stanley Wilt was a
write-in candidate for both
mayor and a seat on Village
Council, and won both races
Tuesday.
The new mayor says he
will appoint someone to fill
his council post.
The Perry County Board
of Elections said Wilt
received 65 write-in votes
for mayor and 76 for council.

Nation
Magic cards climbing:

GREENSBORO, N.C. Prices of Magic Johnson
basketball cards have gone
up as much as 25 percent
since his announcement
that he tested positive for
the AIDS virus.
"We have been flooded
with requests for Magic
Johnson cards," David
Hensley, co-owner of Cards
at the Cages in Greensboro,
said Friday.
"People are really going
crazy for anything that says
Magic Johnson," said Rod
Iman, owner of RBI Sports
Cards in Greensboro.
compiled from local and
wire reports.

by John Kohlstrand
managing editor
After demanding a yes or no
answer from University President Paul Olscamp on their remaining demands, black student
leaders, followed by about 60 protesters, walked out of a Friday
forum.
Students, faculty and staff remained to discuss events related
to the black student protests over
the past week, sparked by an allegedly misleading report filed
after a Phi Beta Sigma dance in
August.
After an introduction by Olscamp, Willie Garrett, Phi Beta
Sigma president, recounted the
events since the dance preceding
that day's forum and Black Student Union President Maurice
Tate called on Olscamp as a Delta Upsilon fraternity member to
grant the remaining demands.
Black Greek Council president
Tonia Simmons then took the podium, listed the three remaining
demands — the resignation of
c.'pl. John Shumaker. who filed
the allegedly misleading report;
the resignation of other officers
involved with the allegedly misleading report; and a written apology for the incident —and asked
for a response from Olscamp.
"Do I get to say more than yes
or no?" Olscamp asked. When
black leaders indicated otherwise, he said he would not be put
in that position.
See Walkout, page 2.

Will You Marry Me?

The BG News/Jay Murdoch

Though the location (the football field at half time I might seem a bit out of the ordinary, senior Erica
Neal still manages to say 'yes' to David Chapman's marriage proposal. The two had been going out
for fourteen months.

Foreign exchange to be studied
by J. J. Thompson
administration reporter
A special continuing committee
for international studies has been
appointed by University President Paul Olscamp to further international studies.
The appointment is part of an
ongoing project to internationalize the University by providing
exchanges different from the
existing language-based programs. The 2$-member committee has been assigned to handle
several aspects of the program.
According to committee member Sue Crawford, these tasks include:

• finding ways students can
earn credit for international education;
• selecting faculty mentors for
visiting students;
• selecting University faculty to
lead students who study abroad;
• allocating student and faculty
support for studying abroad
through scholarship aid;
• assigning tuition waivers to
students who come to the University;
• coordinating and advising
students;
Crawford said the committee is
not currently working on anything specific.
"Everything is all in the beginning stages," she said.

"As it was explained to us by the president, it
seems like a great opportunity to help
Bowling Green students study abroad."
—Henry Garrity, special continuing committee
member
To help students with the costs
of studying abroad, a $120,000
budget for scholarships has been
allocated to the committee.
For international students who
attend the University through the
erogram, 125 tuition waivers
ave been arranged. For every

tuition waiver awarded, a University student must have the opportunity to attend the institution
of the visiting student.
Committee member Henry
Garrity said the program is not
U See Study, page 6

Campus
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Painting sale to aid Toledo's homeless
by Christina Wise
social services reporter

Paintings will not end homelessness,
but in a project coordinated between the
University School of Art and United
Christian Fellowship, they will be used to
try to raise awareness — and money — to
battle the problem.
Recently, intermediate painting students of assistant professor Dennis Wojtkiewicz traveled to Toledo homeless
shelters and neighborhood community
centers. They now are creating paintings
in response to what they witnessed.
The paintings will be exhibited for sale
Nov. 23 at the United Christian Fellowship Center, 313 Thurstin Ave., in an

effort to raise money for three Toledo
centers. Fifty percent of all proceeds will
benefit the homeless.
Rev. Bill Thompson, Lutheran pastor
and UCF minister, said he is excited
about the project.
"It's becoming more and more important for artists to visually stimulate people to see the truth," Thompson said.
Wojtkiewicz, who said he has been discussing the idea with Thompson for
about a year, said he finally has a class
suitable for the project.
"We needed the right class to be able to
accomplish this and we finally found one
that seems to fit," Wojtkiewicz said.
He said the students seemed excited to
be involved in the project and many have
indicated they will donate their paintings

After asking President Olscamp if he will comply with their three remaining demands,
black protestors walk out on him and nearly 200 other attendees at Olscamp's forum in

to the shelters if they do not sell in the
showing.
Heather Denning, a senior art therapy
major taking the class, said the project
has helped raise her awareness of the
problems of the homeless.
"It's good for self-awareness and good
to be able to use your talent to do something to help," she said.
Thompson said information and discussion about the three shelters benefiting from the creative effort - Cherry
Street Mission, Focus and the YMCA
Family Shelter - will accompany the exhibit.
The Cherry Street Mission is a shelter
for homeless men and is the oldest of its
kind in Toledo.
Focus coordinates more than one ser-

vice for the homeless. In addition to
offering transitional housing, the center
operates a feeding program for more
than 4,000 people per month at Scott High
School.
The Family Shelter offers a day care
program, two month transitional housing
and counseling services.
Wojtkiewicz said getting his students
out of the building to see the reality of
homelessness — instead of viewing pictures or movies to create their art — Has
been the most exciting aspect of the fundraiser.
In addition to the field trip, students
heard a lecture given by Thompson and
viewed a documentary about homelessness in Washington, D.C.

TW BG Newi/Jay Mordock

the Business Administration Annex Friday evening.

Walkout
l I Continued from page 1.
"I'm not a fool," he said.
Olscamp said a panel had
already been appointed to investigate the matter, and he
could not take action until the
panel's work was complete.
"I think it would be wrong to

prejudice the work of that
committee,'' he said.
The black protestors then
walked out, ignoring questions
for more information by Cleveland municipal judge Ellen
Connally, who is a member of
the Board of Trustees. Conna-

lly, who is black, said she was
disappointed the black protestors walked out after she had
driven two hours to hear their
story.
Discussion continued for
more than an hour and
centered on whether the ac-

tions of the black protesters
were justified, with students
and University staff taking
both sides on the issue.
A five-member panel including Jason Jackson, a shadow
trustee and student, will meet
3:30 p.m. today to discuss the

matter. On Friday, Jackson
indicated that protestors will
be allowed to appoint two representatives to the panel.
During the Saturday Kent
State football game, protesters
circled the football stadium,
carrying signs and chanting.

Custodial group to sponsor family in need
by Christina Wise
social services reporter

A group of University employees will forfeit their annual
E'ift exchange for the second year
i a row to benefit a family in
need.
The Harshman Quadrangle
custodial group will use their gift
exchange money to sponsor a
family through United Way's food
basket program.
Carol Bowser, crew supervisor,
said the group is waiting for

United Way area director NaUnited Way to find a family with
small children so they can buy dine Musser said a variety of
groups like the custodial crew
them Christmas gifts.
participate in the program each
"The family we supported last year.
year had three children," Bowser
said. "We furnished a turkey for
"Civic groups, area churches,
their Christmas dinner and different private organizations
bought gifts for the children."
and families all get involved,"
she said. "The Salvation Army
Bowser added that there is un- also helps out by getting several
wanted pressure with a gift service groups to participate."
exchange due to the expense of
presents. With the food basket
The United Way has coordinatprogram, everyone will be able to ed a food basket program for the
donate as they wish.
past seven years. Last year, 732

Wood County families were recipients of food and Christmas gifts
through the effort.
Gay Malon, social services supervisor of the Wood County Department of Health and Human
Services, assists in the program.

sponsibility as a clearing bureau
she makes sure the recipients
receive only one basket and there
are no duplications In the list of
families.
This year, a University student,
senior IPCO major Dionna
Hoelscher, will assist Musser
"We have information releases with this process.
for clients who feel they will not
Hoelscher, who said she behave enough food for the holidays," Malon said. "We have came aware of the program
them fill out the papers and then through her job at the Mileti
turn the list over to the United Alumni Center, said she will start
next week and work through finWay."
Musser said as part of her re- als.
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Economic opportunity Program helps
produces a 'Mr. Mom' fourth graders
deal with stress

JOPLTN, Mo. (AP) — Penny
Aldrighetti kisses her husband as
she heads out the door to work.
Todd Aldrighetti rustles up some
breakfast tor their two kids before tackling his 2,000th or so load
of laundry.
Aldrighetti is one of about
257,000 men between the ages of
25 to 54 who are raising children
while their wives work. Stay-athome dads make up less than 2
percent of married parents of
children under the age of 18, according to the U.S. Labor Department.
Aldrighetti does all the cooking,
cleaning, grocery shopping and
kid-sitting for daughter Melissa.
9, and son John, 6. He has helped
Melissa sell Girl Scout cookies,
and he goes with her group on
hikes and field trips.
"The hardest part was when I
first started," be said. "Melissa
was the kind of baby who demanded to be held and rocked for
hours and hours. It drags you out
after awhile." Still, Aldrighetti
crawled out of bed in the middle
of the night and warmed bottles
and a rocking chair.
Now, when the kids are sick, he
sits with them in the middle of the
night. Just like when they were
babies.
It's economic opportunity
rather than disaster that has
landed Aldrighetti — and many
other stay-at-home converts cribside — economic opportunity for
their wives, that is.
Aldrighetti, 35, was laid off
from his job as an oil company
worker on the same day Melissa
was bom. The jobs he found

"The kids had a fit that Daddy might go to
work. They want Daddy at home with
cookies and milk when they get in from
school."

—Penny A Idrighetti,
couldn't match his former salary
— or that of his wife's. The Aldrighettis also had decided that
they didn't want baby-sitters raising their children.
"There's no way I could make
as much money as she does," he
says about his pharmacist-wife.
"Besides, I've got more patience
with the kids."
Melissa bobs her head at that
comment. "Dad's got lots of patience, but he's not as good as my
teachers."
Theirs had been a completely
traditional household before this
arrangement, the Aldrighettis
say. She did the bulk of the
household chores. He did the
yardwork.
"I remember I asked Todd if he
knew how to do laundry. He said,
'No. All I ever do is put my jeans
on the stairs, and in the morning
they're clean.'"
Except for the time he threw a
new red chenille robe into a batch
of whites, his laundry blunders
have been few, Aldrighetti says.
Melissa wrinkles her nose and
says, "Dad turned my favorite kitty cat nightgown pink, but I like
it better pink."
However, there are some
household chores that Aldrighetti

refuses to do.
"I don't iron. I don't buy things
that need to be ironed. And I don't
do windows or dust very much,"
he says. But he makes marvelous
pancakes, Melissa says. "Daddy
cuts them up and puts butter on
them and they are perfect"
Mrs. Aldrighetti, 38 says it has
made sense financially for her to
be the breadwinner and for her
husband to be the bread buyer
and toaster.
"It's worked out excellent,"
she says. "He just took on the responsibilities. I knew that Todd
would stick with it because he's
that kind of person. Besides, he
thinks the world of his kids."
Although Mrs. Aldrighetti says
she sometimes feels she's missing out on seeing her children
grow up, she feels comforted by
the fact that at least one parent
gets to see those "firsts."
Now that both children are in
school, the Aldrighettis have
talked about Todd going back to
work. But talk is as far as they
got.
"The kids had a fit that Daddy
might go to work," Mrs. Aldrighetti said. "They want Daddy at
home with cookies and milk when
they get in from school."

IThe BG News
Do Your ParL.RECYCLE!

by Linda R. Lenc

contributing reporter

The little engine that could has nothing on fourth grade students from Crim and Ridge Elementary schools.
The Bowling Green city schools — in conjunction with the University — are offering a preventiveprogram called "I Can Do."
Associate psychology professor Eric Dubow helped design the
Erogram, which aims to help children deal with stressful situaons.
According to Dubow, these situations include divorce, loss of
loved ones and moving to a new home or school.
The program not only aims to help the children deal with
stress in their own lives, but it "teaches children how to be helpful to their peers who are going through the events," Dubow
said.
Dubow said the University provides all the materials needed
for the program free of charge to the schools involved.
Doctoral students from the University work together with guidance counselors from the elementary schools as team leaders
for the program.
At the Crim school, doctoral student Debbie Schmidt and guidance counselor Bonnie Ferguson co-lead the children.
Ferguson said the reception of the students to the program has
been quite positive.
"The children seem very open and enjoy the program," Ferguson said. Psychology major Joelle McBride and guidance
counselor Pam Yonker are responsible for administering the
program at the Ridge Street school.

ATTENTION
GRADUATES!
Start off on the Right Track
1992 DODGE SHADOW
2 noon <:ot I'l.

ONLY $168 mo

Applications for

BG News €ditor
for

Spring Semester 1992

Aulo frans, Rear Defroster
Dual Mirrors, Much more
* 54 Month closed end lease. 1st payment
security deposit due at delivery, payments do
not include tax. Rebates Applied.
UP TO $700 CASH BACK TO QUALIFIED

GRADUATES. See Dealer for details.
t .It I (, FELTMAN
// ASl UIMIil /(

893-0241

are now being accepted.Apply at 214 West Hall
Deadline is 5 p.m. Tuesday, Nov 26.

FliT»TTTrTar?r»a
725 ILLINOIS AVE. MAUMEE
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Greek-sponsored events Student's essay
raise money for charity makes parents
the real winners
by Sherry Turco
general assignment reporter

Jail-n-Bail, Beta 500, Greek
Olympiad, Bathtub Races and
Freeze Frame are just a few of
the philanthropies sponsored by
greeks that contributed more
than $26,000 during the 1990-91
academic year.
According to information re-

cently released by the Greek Life
office. University fraternities and
sororities donated $26,762.92 to
various charitable organizations
last year.
Last year 282 greek functions
were sponsored on the University
campus. According to Amy Slatt,
Greek Life public relations intern, fraternity and sorority
members put 25,631 hours into the
philanthropies last year.

BREAKS
RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE NOW!

DAYT0NA BEACH

from

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND

from

5 and 7 NIGHTS

5 AND 7 NIGHTS

STEAMBOAT

2, 5 AND 7 NIGHTS

PANAMA CITY BEACH
7 NIGHTS

FORT LAUDERDALE
7 NIGHTS

HILTON HEAD ISLAND
5 AND 7 NIGHTS

MUSTANG ISLAND I
P0RTARANSAS
5 AND 7 NIGHTS

11th Annual
Celebration!
TOLL FREE INFORMATION & RESERVATIONS

1-800-321-5911

One of the biggest philanthrophies on campus is the Beta
Theta Pi fraternity's — the Beta
500. The Betas donated the
largest amount of money raised
by a fraternity last year, with
$1,800 contributed to the Ronald
McDonald House.
"Much of the money we donated came from a program we
passed out free at the races,"
Beta Theta Pi Vice President
Mike Casement said. "Area businesses and fraternities and sororities placed ads in the pamphlet.
We raised quite a bit of the money
that way."
Other Beta 500 activities put on
to raise money included a raffle
during happy hours and a queen
election among the sororities.
Among the sororities, Kappa
Delta raised the most money with
its Jail-n-Bail event. More than
$2,600 was donated to the Child
Resource Center for abused children.
"We involved everyone on
campus with our philanthropy,
not just the greeks," Kappa Delta
member Deana Gildone said. "A
ticket can be purchased for $1 and
everyone who is arrested must
raise the $5 bail to be released."
The philanthropies are intended to be fun events to attend, but
their main purpose is to raise
money for charity.
"It's so rewarding to see the
positive effects of our service
projects," Chi Omega President
Elena Peters said.

by Sherry Turco
general assignment reporter

Parents swarmed to campus on
Saturday to visit with their sons
and daughters for the annual
Parents' Day celebration.
No parents felt more appreciated than University senior Jonathan Truaz's parents Ralph and
June Truax as they were recognized by the University Activities
Organization as parents of the
year.
Jonathan entered a letterwriting contest sponsored by
UAO with the theme "Mom and
Dad said there'd be days like
this." The contest required students to write a one page letter
explaining why their parents are
important, and to give examples.
I never expected to win. I had
entered the contest before but
never won," Jonathan said.
"Talking to my parents after a
particularly bad day the idea for
my letter just struck me."
The letter outlined Train's bad
day and how his parents helped
him feel better even though they
were miles away.
"We were so excited when Jonathan called to tell us that he won
the contest," Ruth said. "We only

gave Jonathan the best advice we
could. It's hard when your child
has a bad day and you can't be
there with him and only be able to
give advice over the phone."
The letter outlined the advice
Jonathan's parents gave him. His
mom's words of wisdom were
"Without life's little troubles
along the way, how would we ever
know when we're having a good
time?"
His dad giving him opposing
advice, told him "Everyone has
bad days, but when you fall off
the horse you have to get right
back on, or when life hands you
lemons, make lemonade."
Jonathan then wrote in his letter that what his parents said was
not really the helpful part.
"The support and love my parents were snowing me helped me
far more than any words of wisdom of theirs ever could," the letter stated.
As parents of the year, the
Truax s won free tickets to the
football game where they met
University President Paul Obcamp, and watched the game
from his press box.
Sponsors of the contest, Bob
Evans and Easystreet Cafe, donated free meals for the day. The
Truax's also received BGSU
'Parent of the Year' sweatshirts.
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Checking scandal Cheney expresses worry
must be quieted,
Democrats claim
by Carolyn Skomeck
i he Associated Press

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Soviet Union's
troubled economic situation could lead to the dissemination of both nuclear weapons expertise and
the warheads themselves, Defense Secretary Dick
Cheney said this weekend.
The Soviet Union has up to 30,000 nuclear warheads, and the country "is coming apart, literally," Cheney said Saturday on CNN's "Evans and
Novak."
Cheney said he is "really concerned" that combination "will result in dissemination of knowledge
about weapons of mass destruction, nuclear
weapons, in the form of individuals who've got
technical expertise going to work for other countries."
"Someone who has worked in the Soviet nuclear
program now hiring themselves out to work for
Pyongyang or Baghdad is certainly a possibility,"
the defense secretary said.
"I think the fact that they have not made any
progress in terms of economic reform enhances
the possibility that the kind of chaotic situation

by Larry Margasak
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON (AP) — House Democrats are worried that an investigation of rubber-check writing will invade "our privacy" and are
insistent that damaging material be kept from Republicans, according to a congressperson s written account of a party meeting.
"We need to protect our privacy, and wrap up the investigation
quickly," the memo said of the ethics committee probe into operations
of the House members' bank.
The account by Rep. Terry L. Bruce, D-IU., obtained by The Associated Press, also reports Democrats' anxiety that members will be
judged by standards that did not exist when the baa checks were written.
Bruce confirmed the authenticity of the memo, which he wrote
Thursday, in a telephone interview from his district.
He would not say where the comments on the bank investigation
were made, but a House source, speaking only on condition of anonymity, said the notes were from last Thursday's weekly meeting of
the House Democratic whip organization.
The whips discuss party positions and strategies and pass the information along to rank-ana-file lawmakers. They also line up votes
onpartisan issues.
The memo said Democrats were concerned "that the standard and
AKRON, Ohio (AP) - Delecrimes will be defined after the fact."
Reflecting privacy concerns, the memo said, "One answer is that gates to the Ohio Episcopal Diocese's annual convention postwe will not put canceled checks into the hands of the Republicans."
The memo cited comments that the ethics report "will very likely poned a vote on the question of
be critical of the bank and (its) practices, not of individual members" whether homosexuals should be
banned from the clergy.
and that "bounced checks will not be an ethical violation."
The investigation was begun last month by an ethics subcommittee
of three Democrats and three Republicans. The investigation was
Delegates voted 174-171 Saturordered by a House-approved resolution that also will shut down the day to postpone action on a resolution that said ordination of
bank by year's end.
The investigation followed a furor over findings by the General Ac- practicing homosexuals is inapcounting Office that from July 1989 through June 1990, there were 8,331 propriate, saying that a national
church study of the issue was not
checks written on insufficient funds at the members' bank.
The bank imposed none of the financial penalties charged average complete.
consumers who write bad checks, covering the deficiencies instead
A ban on ordaining practicing
from other members' accounts.
There were 134 account holders who wrote 581 bad checks that homosexuals as priests has been
in effect in the Episcopal Church
totaled $1,000 or more, the GAO said.
The rubber checks had their first political impact last week in the since 1979, when the national
Kentucky governor's race. Rep. Larry Hopkins, the Republican can- General Convention affirmed
didate, appeared to be gaining on his Democratic opponent when it that sexual relations are rewas revealed that he had written 32 rubber checks at the House bank. stricted to a traditional marriage
between a man and a woman.
Hopkins was trounced.
Bruce said in an interview, "This whole episode has gotten some
members very concerned about what this would mean for everybody.
Some members expressing concern had nothing to do with the bank
problem."
He said his memo's reference to privacy was not an attempt to keep
names of chronic rubber check writers from becoming public. The
concern, he said, was that members didn't want to make their private
transactions public.
The memo s comment that bounced checks would not be a violation,
he said, "was shorthand that members who write an occasional $10 or
$15 (overdrawn) check, and do that once in a few years... is not going
to be an ethics violation."

may develop where there'll be an even greater incentive for people to allow the spread of that capability than has been true before, he said.
In addition, Cheney said, it could lead to "the
flow of some of those weapons themselves to third
parties."
"You have to be concerned about the size of that
stockpile and what happens to it over time,"
Cheney said.
He said U.S. officials are "reasonably convinced
at present" that there is tight central control over
the Soviet nuclear systems.
"The question we can't answer is what that arrangement will look like a year or two from now;
that is, the question of who will control the Soviet
nuclear stockpile down the road," Cheney said.
"Whether there'll be a center left, whether it'll be
some collection of republics, or whether republics
individually will control those nuclear weapons is
something we simply can't know at this point."
He said, however, that he wasn't concerned that
the independent republics, if they had control over
nuclear weapons, would shoot them at the United
States.
That possibility, he said "is very remote. It
doesn't make any sense."

Gay ban vote postponed
Toledo, opposed DuRoss's motions, arguing that they were divisive.
Delegates to the national General Convention in Phoenix last
summer asked its dioceses to
study the issue and to try to find
At the 175th annual convention ways to reconcile arguments over
of the Ohio Episcopal Diocese on homosexual practices.
Saturday, the Rev. Ernest DuRoss, rector of St. Martin's EpisDelegates attending the Akron
copal Church in Chagrin Falls, in- convention approved a resolution
troduced a resolution that de- calling for all members of the
clared that it is not appropriate Ohio Diocese, regardless of sexfor the church to ordain a practic- ual orientation, to reach out and
ing homosexual or anyone who care for one another.
engages in heterosexual relations
outside of marriage.
The Standing Committee, a top
policy-making body in the Ohio
The resolution also criticized Diocese, has affirmed the trabishops who ordain such persons. ditional teaching that candidates
The Rev. Edwin Voorhees, rec- for ordination are expected not to
tor of St. Mark's Church in engage in sex outside marriage.
However, 44 bishops nationally
have endorsed a statement saying they disagree with the 1979
action and that they are grateful
for the ministry of those they
know to be gay.

DO THE WRITE THING!

3SZ5

Publishing Opportunities
Cik Resejirh Inc. has immediate opening* (or students & graduates lo do
research and writing (or our reference books and other informal Ion- baaed
products.

Qualified candidates musl have4
4
4
4

college couraework In liberal arls
strong writing skills
researching experience
proofreading and editing skills

These challenging, entry level positions have advancement opportunities Our
benefit package includes immediate medical, denial, and vision coverage: flexible
work hours: tuition assistance; >nd profit sharing.

1

It you are Interested in Joining one of the premier Information providers (or
libraries and businesses worldwide, we want to hear from you. Call our 24-hamr
IntoriMl—i lose (113) 9*1*519 or srad your resume, transcripts, and
non-returnable expository writing sample to:
Editorial Recruiter

• Gate Research he
a

22

The Insider's Next Poetry/Fiction
Issue Hits Campus On Nov. 22. Be
A Part Of The Action!
Deadline is Nov. 18th.
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Don't
Forget
Your Day Seniors!!
Your pre-appointed senior portrait
day, that is. Carl Wolf Studio Inc. is
on campus again to shoot senior
portraits, for those not
photographed in September.
Please check the preassigned date
you received from the studio for
your photo session. Simply come
that day to The KEY, 28 West Hall
10-12:30 and 2-6 p.m. for your
portrait.
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Hundreds march
in New Orleans
to protest Duke
NEW ORLEANS, La. (AP) - Hundreds of people marched through
city streets this weekend to protest the gubernatorial candidacy of
former Ku Klux Klan leader David Duke. Duke's rival, meanwhile,
labeled him an inept legislator.
About 500 people carried signs Saturday, chanted slogans and sang
"We're off to stop the wizard.
Duke, a state Republican representative who has been disowned by
President Bush and other GOP leaders, was grand wizard of the KKK
in the late 1970s and was a Nazi sympathizer.
Duke, 41, and former Gov. Edwin Edwards, 64, face each other in a
Nov. 16 runoff. They edged Gov. Buddy Roemer out of the race in an
Oct. 19 open primary.
In southeast Louisiana on Saturday, Duke entered a rodeo arena in
a mule-drawn wagon decorated with an American flag and a Confederate battle flag. He was wildly cheered by about 500 supporters.
At a rally Friday night, Duke said many politicians are, like him,
opposed to issues such as forced busing, but don't say so because
they're "afraid they might be branded racist."
Edwards, seeking a fourth term as governor, on Saturday criticized
Duke's effectiveness as a lawmaker. He said Duke has repeatedly
failed to pass his legislation dealing with welfare, public housing and
affirmative action.
"When he was busy burning crosses to hurt people, I was building
hospitals to help people," Edwards told a crowd of about 250 in Kenner, just west of New Orleans.
Edwards said later at a gala reception in New Orleans that Duke's
past will prevent voters from choosing him.
"David Duke scared us in 1990, but we weren't prepared for him,"
Edwards said, referring to Duke's 44 percent showing against incumbent Democrat Bennett Johnston in a U.S. Senate race last year. "The
people of Louisiana know him now."
Duke claims that affirmative action programs discriminate against
whites and says welfare programs have created a growing underclass, which his critics say is code language for blacks.
Election officials project that more than 70 percent of Louisiana's
two million voters will turn out for the runoff Polls show Edwards
with a slight lead.

Study
l l Continued from page 1.
fully articulated yet, but he is enthusiastic. Since the cost difference between attending school
here and studying abroad will be
covered by tne Univeristy, stu-

dents who normally could not afford to go now can.
"As it was explained to us by
the president, it seems like a
great opportunity to help Bowling
Green students study abroad."

The rest is history
and you'll be part of history by being included
in the 1992 KEY senior section, plus have some
great prints to choose from, too.
P.S. If you didn't receive your studio letter, you
can still be photographed by coming to The
KEY during our regular times. We'll fit you in!

Falcon House
Sporting Goods
$5.00 Off on Any
BGSU Jacket in Stock
Expires 12/14/91
T-Shirts * BGSU Apparel * Custom Imprinting
Jackets * Sweats
123 S. Main St. Down town BG. 35 2 3610

Call 372-8086 for more details.

"Tour Alhl.llc Sho« and Sporti H.adquarl.n In i.G."
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12 reasons

why you'll love ^_

Macintosh ^
1. Irs easy to use.

6. It can grow with you.

Bring home an Apple* Mat imosh* computer
todav. and use it lo c<implete assignments tiv
tonight—even if MM ve never used acom|>uier
before

This week you're motoring in pruk»oph\.
next week u s nuclear physics. .After all. no one
knows exacuY what the future will bring. Thai s
whv millions of students have found thai investing in a Mjontosh ts a smart move Because
Macintosh can immediately help y< w do whatever you do—better And if. come tomorrow, vou
find that you want to do something (afferent. IH *
pn Mem It s easy to upgrade your Macintosh
to help vou nsc to the challenge

2. You don't have to speak
computtrtM.

ID

taa^o/tnoA icw"..-.^^.:. '«>fon<
Kwii •irt#0|ptmtfAM

■ '• r*****

■.- . m ■

3. Vou don't have to bo a computer
science major to aat ont up.
JUM plug c^enifung together Up the "on
Sftltch. i."d vou re readv in roli
*. It's a brooxo to copy Information
and paste H into another document.

7. It'* graat tor collage and bayonfl
I fc nng u »ur wi >rk faster better, and more
creatively is also a plus
in the witking
work!—and
thai s preciseh
whv Macintosh

computers are
used in ~i percent

10. If* *o aasy to network.

Just connect the LueaJTalK* rank.- from
t >ne Mai uiliish i< i ant >ther M.nmii MI
Ii takes |UM a felt minutes, and you (kin t
have lo buv am additional hardware
or software
11. Vou can connect to your
school's makitrama or
minicomputer.
Mlth Macintosh.
\'xjcan.<endin
assignments,
gain a»i ess to
software vou
need f< >r a i ba
and receive
kvture notes,
class schedules,
and other
infiirmauon—
right from voar
own n torn

_J
I rj a a I

ofRinuneH"'
■top f.
NW«tW»

>**

._—■.;-".

' ■ -

r pkn feoaM
aatoVaa *r

5. All Macintosh program* worti in the
same way.

Learn in use one Maomosh program, and
you've learned the basics c .f uMn« ihem ill
Rw example, irve commands you UM* sui ii
as Open CJose.G>Pv Paste W.cul.Pnnt
andL'nci<> are found in ihe s.irK-: ■
everv time

UllfalaW
0. It* go connection*.
To connect a pnnter. a nv idem, an external
ban! disk. < >r IUM ahout am other jvnpherai
to a Macintosh, simph plug it in Tna(s.ill
then." is to it

9. It lets you work with
others.
hen M.R mil eh i> ec|uiptvclvvith an
Apple NuperDmr" a unique floppv cfek dmt
lhai can use not onh Mauntosh disks l<ui also
Mvrxr> and ()S'.' disks I natcd <m IBM and
IB\k»impatil)lec<inn)uters HthSoftK from
Insignia S dutior.s. vou can even run MSliOS

applet* ms i n n ur Maom sh

12. It's more
afforclable than ever.
Macintosh poccs have nev cr been k werespeculK with the student
pncuigavailahle
fromvour
aulhon/ed Apple
campus reseller
Vunuveven
qualth for
financing, which
makes Mat mtosh
even WOK
aff(*(U>le
These reasons all aild up t< i the
power i if Macintosh The power
toheoHirkM

Stop by 142 Shatzel Hall for more information on
educational discounts on Macintosh Computers
■1981 Apple Computer. Inc . Apple the AppW <ooo lotalle* MecoloWi end Trw power 10 be your Deal are regniered lredenw>» o' AppW Compute- IfSuperOnve m a Bedemerti Of Apple Computer mc IBM *M OS/2 ere 'egaMreO iiaOemarht al imeiaenonel But**** MecNne* Corporebon MS DOS «* » regrMeiod Uedemerh
ol Mcroton Cwpcf—"
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<M* Hi!

Our Movies & Music Videos

MAKE THE GRADE.
C»C+C MUSIC •CITIZEN KANE
FACTORY
• BEL BIV DEVOE
MENTAL VIDEOS
•BEN HUR
•BACKDRAFT

Take a break from the
books-rent a music video
or movie from Food Town.

J| ^'DEFENDING
^^S YOUR LIFE
M M .DANCES wn
a^^m WOLVES

GENERAL TITLES

NEW RELEASES

(MOVIES AND MUSIC VIDEOS)

(MOVIES AND MUSIC VIDEOS)

one

Over .
W Z
W
Night W^r W^P

(1080 south Main store only.)

ASSORTED VARIETIES

BANQUET
DINNERS

EACH

0ver

Night

$199
H

RED ARROW COUPON
R

VALID 11 11 91-11 17 91

'iWR-ft * 0°O0O

GALLON

n\\ FOOD TOWN

' \ 2% LOWFAT MILK

H

AMERICAN EXPRESS

Money /IQC
Orders H,W

UMTONC WTM BOUPON »**)C©*U»CMA««
I AOOtnCNAl OUKNTITMfl «T flVIWVtMW »OW WWCB

RED ARROW COUPON

You can count
on our complete

EACH

VALID 11 11 91-11 17 91

RED ARROW COUPON

48
,®JPj

VALID 11-11-91-11 17 91

'•ROOOOO

22 oz. BOTTLE

1 LB BAG

"

DERMASSACE

2 PALMS BLENDED
GRAN. SUGARs!

PHARMACY
352-5304
RED ARROW COUPON
«OOOO0

1044 NORTH MAIN
Both stores OPEN DAILY 7 am to MIDNIGHT

1080 SOUTH MAIN
Both stores OPEN SUNDAY 8 am. to io p.m.

VALID 11-11-91-11 17 91
10

LB.

BAG

IDAHO
POTATOES
BUY ONE-GET ONE

FREE!

RED ARROW COUPON
•ROOOOO

VALID 11-11-91-11 17 91
WHITE, 4 ROLL PACK

COTTONELLE
BATH. TISSUEs!

c

59

.®JPJ

